Nixon trial set for Monday

By Sherry Konezer
THE PANOLA WATCHMAN

State Sen. Harry Nixon is expected to go to trial Monday at the Panola County Courthouse in Carthage, where a federal jury will decide his fate.

The Republican Senator’s spokesperson, Bill Miller, declined to say whether or not Nixon would plead guilty in the charges, but did say that a plea would be “convenient and efficacious.”

Speaking on Thursday, Miller said that the senator’s legal team was “considering all possible options” and that a plea bargain could be an option.

Miller also said that Nixon is weighing the possibility of a plea in order to avoid a lengthy trial and potential conviction.

Time of death pinpointed in Nugent murder inquiry

By Sherry Konezer
THE PANOLA WATCHMAN

An investigation into the death of a man found in a car in the town of Nugent on Wednesday has led to the identification of a suspect.

The man, identified as 35-year-old John S. Smith, was found dead in his car around 5:30 p.m. on Wednesday, according to the Panola County Sheriff’s Office.

A suspect, 28-year-old James W. Johnson, was arrested on Thursday in connection with the murder.

Johnson was charged with capital murder and is currently being held without bond in the Panola County Jail.

The investigation is ongoing and more information will be released as it becomes available.

Boyer case faces another delay

A six-year-old girl was taken to the hospital after being struck by a car on Monday in the town of Boyer.

The girl, who was walking with her family, was run over by a car while crossing the street.

The driver of the car, 32-year-old John Brown, was arrested on Wednesday and charged with driving under the influence of alcohol.

Brown has been released on bond and is awaiting a hearing on the charges.

Lights herald season of hope

By Delphi Griffin
THE PANOLA WATCHMAN

Weathertrends are always quite difficult for a garden, but in the Panola County community, the season of the lights heralds hope for the future.

The annual Money Burner Sale, sponsored by the Noon Lions Club, was a huge success this year. The sale featured live and silent auctions,以及 raffles, and raised thousands of dollars for local charities.

In addition, the Chisum Christmas Festival, which includes a parade, tree lighting, and other festive events, took place the same day.

The festival attracted thousands of visitors, who came to enjoy the holiday spirit and support local businesses.

Gomez’s Lighting, a local business, also hosted a tree lighting ceremony, featuring a large, multi-colored tree with hundreds of lights.

Lights and music were employed to create a festive atmosphere, and the opening of the tree was accompanied by a lively, Kings Singers performance.

The event was a huge success, and the local community expressed gratitude for the efforts put into preparing for the festival.
Chemical fire ignites at city warehouse
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Home Security While You're Away

Boyt, a member of Boyt Plumbing, was killed when an old pipe that he was working on found its way into his chest. He was 33 years old.

"The water pressure was at 70 psi," said Boyt's brother, who was also a plumber. "He was working on a new water line and the pipe had broken somewhere in the building. The pressure was too high and it hit him in the chest."

Boyt was a skilled plumber and had been working on the job for over 10 years. He had a young family and was looking forward to spending time with them. His death is a great loss to the plumbing community.
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Singer School Machines

Home Security While You're Away

As he was checking the security of his home, he realized that his house was being targeted by a group of intruders. The intruders were using sophisticated tools to break into his home. They had already broken into several other homes in the vicinity.

The group of intruders was planning to break into the Singer School Machines building next. They were using a team of robots to break into the building. The robots were equipped with sophisticated tools and were able to move through the building with ease.

The security system in the Singer School Machines building was not able to detect the intruders. The robots were able to bypass the security system and enter the building. The group of intruders then began to search for valuable items in the building.

As the group of intruders was searching for valuable items, someone called the police. The police were able to arrive at the scene quickly and were able to apprehend the group of intruders.

The Singer School Machines building was able to be secured and the valuable items were recovered.

Home Security While You're Away

An article about the importance of home security while you're away. It discusses the various threats that can be posed to homes while their owners are away, and provides tips on how to keep your home safe.

As you leave your home for a vacation, it's important to take steps to ensure the safety of your property. Here are some tips to help you:

1. Close the blinds and curtains to keep intruders from seeing inside your home.
2. Lock all doors and windows, including the garage door.
3. Leave a fake newspaper or magazine on your front steps to make it look like someone is home.
4. Ask a trusted neighbor or friend to check on your home while you're away.
5. Turn on some lights, such as a floodlight, to deter intruders.

Remember, the key to home security is to make your home appear occupied while you're away. By following these tips, you can help protect your home and your belongings.
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Notice of Vote on Tax Rate

The Gary ISD School Board conducted a public hearing on a proposal to increase your property taxes by 73.55% percent on September 8, 1997 at 7:00 p.m.

The Gary ISD School Board is scheduled to vote on the tax rate at a public meeting to be held on September 23, 1997 at 7:00 p.m.

Savings money is a breeze...

...because of Guaranty Federal, we can offer you the lowest rates available with a wide variety of terms, with all credit applications reviewed.

Open your CD by phone! Just call 1-800-388-0982.

Get more information, contact Guaranty Federal Savings, 4230 Peachtree Road, Atlanta, GA 30319. Ask for London Branch or call 404-343-4000.

NOTICE OF VOTE ON TAX RATE

Elyason Fields ISD AUS 9 Election PASSED

Conducted a Public Hearing on a Proposal to Increase your Property Taxes by 24.7% on Tuesday, September 9, 1997 at 7:00 P.M.

Elyason Fields ISD AUS 9 Election PASSED

BOARD OF TRUSTEES is scheduled to vote on the TAX RATE at a PUBLIC MEETING to be held on Monday, September 15, 1997 at 7:00 P.M. Location: Elyason Fields High School
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Clarification

Successful unemployment on Texas homeowners of automatic increase in property tax homestead exemptions

Senior Nutritional Center Menu

Market Report

The Newest Health Plan In Northeast Texas Has 88 Years Of Heritage Behind It.

PUTTING PEOPLE FIRST
**Sports**

**Rabbits struggle under never, ever stigma**

Dawgs maul Atlanta in 17th straight win

--

**Dogs' yardstick**

Cats suffer second loss

--

**Beckville stats**

--

**TRY AN EXTRA VALUE MEAL TODAY**
Dog frogs overcome eight fumbles to win

Ladies fall to 8-5 after tourney play

Fillies take big victory over ETBU

Carthage jv struggle 21-12 win to stay unbeaten

Defense hangs on until offense catches on